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ups loggers to host west coast basketball regionals
by Matt MC Urn)/
This Wednesday and Thursday, March 10 & 11, the University of Puget
Sound will be hosting the NCAA Division 2 West Coast Basketball Regionals.
The semi-finals will be played Wednesday night at 7 and 9 pm, with the
consolation and championship games slated for 7 and 9 pm on Thursday night.
All games will be played in the Fieldhouse. A National Collegiate Athletic
Association selection committee named the Loggers to host the tournament in
view of their 22-7 season mark. It is the second year in a row that UPS has
been named to play in the prestigioustouiney, and the first year in four years
that they have been named to host the event.
The other three teams for the tournament will be selected sometime this
weekend, if the committee did not decide to select them earlier this week. (At
press time, UPS was the only team with a berth in the tournament). There are
still seven teams left under consideration for the tournament, with Bakersfield
State, Chico State, and Cal-Davis having the best chances at this point.
The NCAA is responsible for all ticket price-setting at the regional event,
and a UPS student ticket will cost $2.50 per night, with ASB card. The
student section will be set aside for the tournament. Tickets will be available
at the athletic department ticket office (west balcony of the Fieldhouse) and
will be sold in the student center from 11 am to 1 pm on Monday and
Tuesday, March 8 and 9.
UPS has won eight home games in a row, and have lost only once in 14
games on the new floor this year. Should UPS win the Regional, tourney, they
will advance to the Quarterfinals, March 15, which would also be played at
UPS. The winner from there would travel to Evansville, Indiana for the
National championships, March 18 and 19.
Curt Peterson strains for a basket a t the Portland game.
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rientation to
nite freshmen
by kevin russell
UPS

will try a new concept in orientation in fall '76. The entire freshman

class will arrive on campus to begin their first year of education to the theme,
"You are the class of 1980".
In prior years students wishing to participate in rush arrived two weeks in
advance. A week later, the remainder of the freshmen would trickle in one by
one.
This year the primary objective of the administration is to have the
freshman class arrive at school in its entirety. John English, Dean of Students,
stresses, "Our desires are to generate a greater feeling of school unity and class
spirit. The freshman classes have never really started as freshmen, but as a
piecemeal of rushees and independents".
H. James Clifford, Vice-President of UPS noted, "We want to start out
students at this university together so as to give each and every student the
chance to reach his or her leadership potential".
Clifford added that students could then meet each other as individuals, not
Bob Satiacum of the Puyallup Indian Reservation.
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stressing a group identity and then if that student decides to rush or be
independent, it's the individual's choice.
Clifford is optimistic about the change of Greek rush occurring

lucky indian' rolls state
by tom alien
PUYALLUP-Besieged by state interference and
regulations surrounding his smoke and cigar shops, and his

Satiacum, despite his continual fight with

simultaneously with orientation. "I ha%a a great deal of admiration for the
Greek system," he stated. "They have a beautiful system for helping students
realize their leadership potentials," Clifford continued, "and I would like to
state

regulations, contends that the state has no jurisdiction

see the university adopt this system."
Both Dean English and Vice-President Clifford stressed that, "This will be
hard for the fraternities and sororities to adjust to," but they feel a willingness

over his gambling house.

from the Inter Fraternal Council (IFC) and Panhellenic in adapting to the

sale of pyrotechnics and untaxed liquor, Puyallup Indian

"Since the Medicine Creek Treaty (of I845)," he said,

businessman and former fisherman Bob Satiacum has

"our tribal government has set aside our reservation as

opted to challenge state authority again. This time by

separate and sovereign from the state of Washington. No

Linda Karamatic, President of Panhellenic, explained, "This is a rather

running a gambling casino.

city, local government, or state has jurisdiction over us."

drastic change but I feel very positive about the results. One of the problems I
see is that next year we will have to work our rush activities around freshman

change.

"Lucky Indian" Casino and Bar on the Puyallup

Satiacum said he pays monthly rent to his Puyallup

Indian Reservation has been in operation for over two

Indian Tribal Council. He believes Indians have no

orientation. The rushees will have orientation activities daily and rush

months and business is booming. Located near the

representation in government and therefore cannot be

activities at night."

Puyallup River on the outskirts of Tacoma, the casino is

regulated by a "white man's" government.

equipped with eight green-velvet blackjack tables and one

He said slot machines will riot be used in his casino

crap table. Large Indian pictures dot the walls. Outside

since the federal government has a regulated statute

the main gambling lobby is a bar, an adjacent coffee shop,

against Indians using slot machines on reservations.

an automatic ping pony machine and a large juke box
with all the latest hits.

Concerning the federal question, Satiacum said he and

Another problem which arose with Panhellenic was the housing situation.
In the past the Greeks had the university to themselves during rush week; the
women lived in Anderson- Langdon Hall and the men in Todd Hall. Here the
rush participants could interact with each other, and they were on neutral
ground.

his attorney consulted a U.S. Justice Department official

Next year, with all the freshmen arriving in the same week, the Greeks

Gambling starts at 5 p.m., 3 p.m. on weekends and

two years ago to determine the legality of such a casino

must -house their own rushees. National Panhellenic rules state that active

usually lasts until the early daylight hours. Satiacum said

and "they couldn't find any law that would prohibit it."

women cannot live in the same housing as rushees.

$600,

"The fireworks we sell here are federally approved." he

"This problem has hopefully been alleivated," said Karamatic. "We plan to

but added it is their responsibility to report all earnings to

stated. Over a year ago, some of our liquor was

put the actives in Seward and the Sorority houses on Union Ave. and the

confiscated, but no files or charges were made. We have

rushees in Smith and Schiff Halls. This is not definite but it's an idea."

he has had winners taking home between

$400

and

the IRS.
Satiacum, a revered figure in his tribe and formerly
unsuccessful candidate for Secretary of State, plans to
convert his recently closed fish restaurant into a tobacco
sho and mot e,gambling facilities.

even made action in Federal Court to have the liquor
returned."

Fraternity rush will also be affected by the change. According to Clifford,
fraternity rush. usually held the weekend before orientation week, will take

Tom Russell, Assistant U.S. District Attorney, said

continued on page 2

place during orientation and sorority rush week.

continued on page 2
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foreign exchange chapter formed
by kathy thurin

local chapters act as hosts, helping to find living

Nerve Node-Langlois and Piet Verdult will initiate

accomodations and providing social events for foreign

the formation of an AIESEC (pronounced eye-sec)

students in their new environment. The interns pay for

chapter here on campus on Tuesday March 9.
AIESEC is a French abbreviation, which, when

their own transportation. AIESEC is a non-profit,

translated, becomes the International Association of

Association of American Colleges and Schools of Business

Students in Economics and Management. The

(AACSB).

association's main activity is providing international

Piet Verdult and Nerve Node-Langlois are very

exchange internships for students majoring in economics,

enthusiastic about providing UPS students with this

business and public administration. Participating students

unique means for world exposure.

are placed as trainees in a firm in one of 54 foreign

Verdult has been at UPS for 2 '/ years on a study

countries to gain practical experience enhancing the

exchange from the Netherlands. He received his MBA here
in 1975 and has taught and acted as soccer coach for the

normal classroom education.
The opportunity to experience a foreign culture in a

I

program they are initiating.

freshmen orientation
continued from page 1

past year.

working situation is invaluable to one's personal education

Node-Langlois is a French intern working at the

at any level. AISEC relates that encounter to a student's

Tacoma News Tribune. His AIESEC internship will last

personal career plans, making it even more useful.

six months, three of which still remain.

Forming a UPS chapter of AIESEC requires only

Nerve Node-Langlois and Piet Verdult review plans for the foreign internship

student-run organization reccommended by the

'

He and Verdult encourage anyone who is intrested in

student interest and motivation. Members of local

AIESEC to attand Tuesday's meeting at 4 pm in McIntyre

chapters attempt to locate businesses and corporations

012. They are working with professors William Orthman,

agreeing to accept a foreign student for intemships lasting

Paul Heppe, Renate Hodges and Michel Rocchi who

from two to 18 months. Each position created here makes

consider AIESEC a possibility for political science and

a UPS member eligible for a foreign position. The

foreign language students, too. Anyone with questions is

participant is allowed to choose the country and length of

welcome to contact Piet Verdult in McIntyre 128,

his or her stay.

extension 3153.

IFC has no housing separation rule but also feels that activies and rushees

While working in the foreign community, the intern

The AIESEC program is also open to graduate

should be separated to minimize "dirty rushing." Gary Cohen, IFC Rush

receives a stipend to cover living expenses. Students

students, and, in some cases, may lead to a permanent

Chairman, stated, "This is the only problem that I can see is left to work out,

coming to the U.S. usually get $100 to $150 a week. The

position in the intern's firm.

but I'm sure it will soon be solved. I feel that this attempt at a class unity is a
good idea and we are willing to give it a try."
A second priority stressed by Clifford was that of an academic start as
opposed to a social start. "In our orientation we will stress to each freshman
class that this is their 'Education for a lifetime'. Rather than students starting
off with social trapping then gradually working into academics, we will
emphasize the academic priority. But this is not to say that there won't be any
'fun 'n' games'. We hope to offer activities next year for the independents that
compliment the Greek activities so that either choice of rushing or not rushing
will be a viable choice. We wouldn't have made the change if we didn't think
there was more to gain than to lose."
Panhellenic sees a gain in this change in as much as all the freshman will be
on campus that week. "This makes it easier for those that have summer jobs so
they can work through that week prior to rush (in the past scheduled for rush)
and then be there to participate in rush the following week," Karamatic
claimed. "Also, we feel we may have a greater response to rush with the whole
freshman class here. I'm very optimistic towards the change," she stated.
"As of yet nothing is caste in bronze," said Clifford, "meetings are still
being held and adjustments are being made satisfactorialy. The feelings are
very positive."
(Editor's note—Panhellenic President Linda Karama tic and In
Council President Gary Cohen have expressed optimism about the proposed
change in next fall's rush schedule.
However, some Greeks have voiced skepticism and concern about the
proposal. Almost everyone agrees that developing freshman class unity at UPS
would be a positive good, and perhaps bringing all freshmen to campus at the
same time can help achieve this. But some sorority and fraternity members
wonder if the proposed change could also have detrimental effects on Greek

'lucky indian'

continued from page 1

"from our preliminary estimation, that what he
(Satiacum) is doing is not legal. Through a summary
opinion, he violates some federal regulations."

One Sorority member fears that doubling up Rush week and orientation

week may also double up the tension and pressure for entering freshmen. She
commented that freshmen will face the exhausting emotional experience of

to protect our business."
The rules are explicitly stated on the walls of the

Lt. Glenn Carlson of the Tacoma Police special

gambling room:"Nofoul language, no slipping drinks, no

investigations said the Indian reservation is federal land

switching cards, no switching bets." The maximum bet is

under federal jurisdiction and "we don't go on Indian

$25, the minimum $1.

reservations."

Satiacum started his casino in the small room where

U.S. Attorney Stan Pitkin said earlier in an article
published in the Seattle Post-lntelligencer that slot
machines are not the only gambling device that is
regulated by federal law.

the bar is located. But as business picked up, he moved to
the larger room where it is now.
He did have plans of expanding his gambling parlors to
other parts of the state, but has now decided to stay in

Pitkin also said in past disagreements with Satiacum,

the Tacoma area because some other Indians (especially in

"We've stated our position in court and secured a judicial

Yakima) have caught on to the idea and are building their

determination."

own casinos.

Satiacum believes that some litigation could be
forthcoming.

Satiacum said he has paid a designer to draw plans for
more modernization of his casino. This design even

"We were never warned or told by his (Pitkin's) office

included rooms for girls possibly advocating prostitution.

that we had to have a license to sell liquor on a

Satiacum said he has neither favorable attitudes or

reservation," Satiacum added. "And the federal

objections to prostitution.

government told (Lt.) Carlson that the reservation is
federal trust property and lacks state jurisdiction.

"Prostitution will come up in this business," he added.
"I don't have any objections if it is medically controlled.

"If they intervene, they could be subjected to law

"In the large casinos where quite a bit of money is

suits. They are not going to bother us, but will let the

floating around, prostitution will take place. But in a

proper authorities see the matter.

small enterprise like we have here, we don't have to

"He (Pitkin) will do whatever he can to harass me and

Rush.

people-especially our women. We have enough weapons

my operation," Satiacum continued. "He's supposed to
protect me, not intimidate me."
Satiacum first became interested in gambling from

bother with it.
"Someday, if we grow and expand, I might put it in,
but it will be medically controlled. I don't want a bunch
of dirty whores running around."

leaving home and entering college, adopting to a new life style and classes, as

frequent trips to Nevada, where he visits two or three

well as the tension of Rush. Some may drop Rush, she said, to relieve the

times a year.
"Gambling gives me personal excitement. When you're

government is on his side.

lucky, you get a certain feeling and a big kick out of it."

Democrats help our tribal government and the

confusion and pressure.
The sorority member pointed out that this may be an especially tiring
week for freshmen girls since sorority rush is longer and more formal than that
of fraternities.
Last year, she said, some freshmen girls visited as many as 17 sorority rush

Satiacum believes, to an extent, that the federal
"Both (political) parties do help," he said. "The

One woman at the casino said she spends quite a few

Republicans help the Indian individuals. But it is the

nights here, plays the tables because there is nothing else

appointed officials that make the decisions that govern us.

to do. She added it is just lots of fun.

"I think gambling will be legalized in more states very

parties, with as many as five in one day. 'Rush is very exhausting and

A happy posture seems to strike all people who chance

soon. It creates more revenue and jobs and allows

anything but a relaxing way to spend an evening after a tiring day of

upon Satiacum's Village. However, most of the players are

everyone to have a chance to operate it. And the ones run

orientation" insisted the Greek.

Indians, who have found a common ground where they

by thieves will die.

Also, she said. Rush is fatigueing for members of the sororities and
fraternities. With many long nights and much preparation, orientation week
(usually the week between Rush and the first week of classes) has been used as
kind of a recuperation period.)

1

can gamble legally.
Satiacum plans to turn his casino Into

"Gambling is just right for Washington now. The taxes
private

memberships to help protect his people.
"This business does attract a lot of thieves," he added.

"Right now, we have the only legal big action in
Tacoma.

hustlers that come in here to take advantage of us.

"Gambling excites me and for now we plan to stay
right here," he closed off.

HAIRCUT AND STYLE
\ AT A SAVINGS

1122 BROADWAY PLAZA

gamble here will leave some of their wealth in the state.

"A darker side of the game is the cheating and the
"We have our own little security to protect our

MOLER BARBER SCHOOL

will help the working people and the foreigners who

vote today
vote NELSON

627-4390
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hew establ ishes college internship program
Dallas and Washington, D.C.

The Department of Health,

three-month work experience

young people. I also believe the

Education, and Welfare announced

directly related to their major field of

program will be a useful educational

today the establishment of a College

experience for the Department."

Intern Program for the Department,

study. '
"The program, which will be

Thirty students, both

Oregon, Idaho or Alaska, who is

intern will be at the discretion of the

to operate in Seattle and four other

piloted in four of HEW's 10 Regions,

undergraduate and graduate, from

interested in the College Intern

college attended.

cities during the summer of 1976.

experience and the number of years

Any student enrolled full-time at

of higher education completed. The

a college or university in Washington,

award of academic credit to the

will be open to all student majoring

the 23 states comprising four HEW

Program should contact Mr. Roy

A number of educators from

According to HEW Secretary

in one of the wide variety of

Regions will be chosed to participate

Wilson, HEW, 1321 Second Avenue,

around the country are participating

David Mathews, the purpose of the

technical and professional fields

in the program's design and

supporting the Department's work,"

in this pilot session of the College
Intern Program.

M/S 608, Seattle, WA 98101; (206)

new program is both to promote a

442-0486.

better understanding of HEW's goals

Mathews said. "I believe that HEW

Interns are scheduled to begin

Appointments and compensation

and processes for providing services

should devote part of its time to

their work assignments June 14,

for interns will be made at salary

provide close links with the academic

to people, and to provide selected

perspective--to developing and

1976, in Seattle, Boston, Atlanta,

levels commensurate with their

community.

college students with a practical,

building and refining ideas among our

future barristers
to do battle

_©ch ShaoR

2325

implementation to insure that sound
educational practices are used, and to

UPSNB- Students from law
schools throughtout Washington and
Oregon will converge on the campus

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

of

the University of Puget Sound

School of Law Friday- Saturday,
March 5-6, for the 1976 Northwest
Regional Finals of the Philip E.
Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition.
According to Professor John
LaFond, law professor and advisor to

,cotae afis

the UPS moot court team, teams

arutmaraisr•amssuillt:r.

from over 100 law schools in the

'44M%

United States and 15 foreign

4115

countries are entered in this year's
competition.

•••••••

• • 11 • • •••

The hypothetical problem to be
argued by the contestants examines
whether a U.S. statute--similar to
legislation now being considered by
Congress-- restricting foreign direct

-0

investment in the U.S. violates
international law.

.0... 8..

At UPS will be teams representing
1■1111=11.

Lewis and Clark College of Law,
University of Oregon School of Law,
UPS School of Law, the University of

125 Watts Minimum RMS per channel, at 8 Ohms, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
with no more than 0.15% Total Harmonic Distortion.

Washington School of Law and
Willamette University College of
Law. Competition will be held at
4:40 p.m. and 8:40 p.m. Friday,
March 5, and at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m.

Built-In Dolby Noise Reduction System.*

and 4:30 p.m. Saturday, March 6.
The winning team will compete in
the nationals to be held in

Phase-Lock-Loop FM Multiplex Demodulator.

Washington, D.C., in April.
Judges from the Supreme and
Superior Courts of the state, as well

Direct-Coupled (Full Complementary) Output Amplifiers.

as lawyers from law firms and
corporations in the Seattle-Tacoma
area will act as judges for the

Variable Frequency Tone Control Turnover Points and Mid-Range Tone
Control — separate for each channel with eleven detented positions
for easily repeatable settings.

round-robin arguments, which are
complimentary and open to the
public.
UPS School of Law will be
represented by Thomas Dempsey,

Complete facilities for two Tape Recorders with the ability to "dub"
from either one to the other.
Versatile Mode Switch for Left, Right, Stereo, Stereo Reverse and Mono.

Sheryl Hurd, Gary Mitchell, Jan Walli
and James Wexler.

thompson gassed
While checking Thompson Hall

Multipath/Signal Strength Meter.

last Friday, Feb. 27, Safety/Security
personnel discovered that all the gas
lines and oxygen lines in room 207

'TM, Do!by Laboratories, Inc

m&kalbimialtZ.
We sound better

had been left on, creating a
potentially dangerous situation. The
lines were turned off and the
ventilation system was activated to
purge the fumes. A Safety/Security

Villa Plaza

spokesman said the situation looked
like it had been intentionally created.

10323-13 Plaza Drive S.W.

stereo is stolen
Tacoma, Washington 98499

A Harmon-Kardon 330 stereo
receiver-arnplif iei (value $200) was

582-3600

reported stolen from the basement of
the Sigma Chi Fraternity, 1218 N.
Alder, early Saturday morning. The

.410■■■••

theft occureci sometime between 12
pm Friday and 8 am Saturday.
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iackson wins in a limp
by

on the campaign trail

malcolm turner

Last week I received a phone call from a friend in the midwest.
"Well," she said, "if I could vote in the Massachusetts primary, I'd vote for
Sarge Shriver." She couldn't, unfortunately.
Whoever could, in this columnists opinion, suffers from an apparent case of

a medical 'creampuff

by penny drost

Going to the doctor these days can result in a bill
upwards of $100.00.
That is also the going price for a four-bed hospital
room per day. What this adds us to is that medical care

bad judgement on the Republican side,bad tasteon the Democratic.
Ford, of course, won, and big. With 62% of the vote against Reagan he now
assures that his party is not quite ready to toss him in the political trash heap
as unusable material.

locale. In other words, it doesn't matter what the doctors

Whether he is or not is still at issue. And frankly, if the Republicans

do in New York if they don't do it is Washington'. This

wanted to do us a favor, they would throw him out, nominate Reagan, and go

move was repeated in this newest bill inked into law last

down to what may be a well-deserved defeat in November.

week.

On the Democratic side, the Senator from Boeing led a crowded, crawling

has become a luxury, and the statement "I can't afford to

field of candidates.

get sick" has become a national truism.

Other highpoints of the new bill are:

Why? Above and beyond simple inflation lurks the

Henry Jackson won, with 23%, with Wallace following up with 18%, Mo
Udall at 17% (as of this writing) and Carter, New Hampshire's nominee coming

biggest manace of all--the escalating malpractice premiums

-Lawyers' fees are subject to court review.

in a dismal fourth at 14%. And with the last result we may all breath out.

results in a direct pass-on to the consumer, often a most

-A statute of limitations has been implemented,

Bayh. A woman named McCormack, apparently a candidate of the

peculiar consumer. One who is out of sorts, and because

basically 3 years for a known problem from the time it

Provincialism Party, came in with 4%, defeating Milton Shapp and keeping

of this, frequently out of work, at least temporarily. The

happened, and a patient now has only 8 years in which to

those federal matching funds flowing,

paradox, obviously, is that when we need the doctor the

discover his problem. Minors have 8 years after reaching

most is when we can least afford him.

the age of majority and then 3 years after that.

doctors and hospitals are forced to pay. This, of course,

Final pecking order, respective to their losses, proceeds to Harris, Shriver,

all be proud, however, in the victory of "Scoop" Jackson. Some
victory.

Objections of our physicians towards runaway

He
He claims that his one-fourth-of-the-total-first-place showing is a victory

premium rates have reached a head. We've seen their
frustrations being vented in walkouts and slowdowns.

-The amount a patient is suing his doctor for is not
prohibited from being published.

And we've seen a few states riseto the occasion by passing
-Third party insurance companies can pay the
insured's bills without it being an admission of guilt.

to be playing Mother May I

-Cases found for the patient may be made payable

Last week Governor Evans signed the second such

Ha!
Let me give the Senator a small lesson in political moralities.

corrective legislation, some all in one bound, and some,
like Washington, one baby step at a time. It's a fine time

for the "Grand Coalition" that put Franklin Delano Roosevelt in office. Ah

over a period of time instead of in one lump sum.

baby step with a warning; " ... it must not be looked

FDR never rode the school-bus to victory by exploiting the fears of such a
nationally divisive issue as this. Nor did he ever stand with bigots like Wallace
while claiming to represent the mainstream. And to my knowledge, FDR never
paraded around claiming great victory with only one-quarter of the total vote.
Jackson, like Wallace, is but a shadow of a long dark past that we now seek

upon as a definitive or final answer to the malpractice

-Physicians have the option of having a patient sign an

to escape. But perhaps escapism is a disease, a sickness whereby we seek to

problem. It falls short of the expectations of both

Informed Consent form stating that he (the patient) is

find panaceas for our ills; where in a rush to save and carry off our young we

providers and consumers in the health care system."

aware of all the possible risks and wants the care anyway.

crush one another and ourselves-in the scampering.

Representative Ted Haley (R-28th District) a Lakewood

Jackson and Wallace are the perfect political couple. Wallace can embitter

physician, calls the bill a "cream-puff" and "very
frustrating."

Representative Haley wants more. "We need a cap on
the amount a patient Can sue for and we need a

the swirling stew of passion over issues that should have been long dead;
Jackson can serve it in the White House.

A year ago a bill entitled "Standard of Care" was

contingency limitation. A mandatory arbitration board is

They are dupes, both, of a belief that people must hear the worst to do the

passed by both Houses and signed by the Governor. Its

another possiblility, and so is the elimination of awards

best. That they must be slapped and beaten to walk the straight line. I am

basic function was to prevent a doctor from being cited

for 'pain and suffering'." Whatever the route, the fact

inclined to feel that Jackson and Wallace are the misfits of the political

for negligence by not performing a specific procedure

remains something must be dpne, or the United States

battlefield-reality left them behind.

which is not customary among his peers in his particular

and its physicians may become another England.

safety/security blotter: acid evacuates thompson
The whole south wing of the

it in the Fieldhouse parking lot.

At 1:45 on Sunday morning a

second floor of Thompson Hall was

There was no reported damage. The

Regester Hall resident reported that

evacuated shortly after 11:30 am

vehicle's license plate number was

her 1973 gold Pinto was damaged on

Monday when a student, working in

noted as they drove off, and the

the rear driver's side in a hit and run

room 263, dropped a one gallon glass

Tacoma Police Department was

accident.

container of hydrochloric acid. The

called.

breakage resulted in dangerous fumes
which permeated that section of the
building.

The suspects, all UPS students,

On Tuesday, Feb. 24, a Schiff

TPD. No

Hall resident reported she was sitting

arrests were made though the matter

in her room when she noticed some

has been referred to the university

movement outside her window. She

for disciplinary action.

looked and saw a male (approximate

were contacted by

.

The Tacoma Fire Department was
called; three fire trucks responded.

the

The firemen ventilated the floor and

age 221 standing there, facing the

The perfect ticket-Jackson and Wallace-in 1920.

also running...
Dave Jahn is a freshman running for a ONE YEAR SENATE
TERM. He is majoring in pre-law and economics and is a member of
the Inter-Fraternity Council,

rats found in big cheese edifice
(ZNS) Visitors to the new $126

yet rats—of the large rodent variety—

million F.B.I. building in Washington

have reportedly taken the place over.

D.C. say the place is already over-run

Reportedly, the rats moved into
the building from a nearby subway

with large rats.

kept people out of the building. A

Several fire engines answered a

other direction and 'wearing a coat

professor used sodium bicarbonate to

false alarm for a basement fire at the

with the back cut out of it and

magazine says the

Beta Theta Pi House, 1410 N. Union,

nothing underneath. As he began to

the F .B.1 .'s new headquarters;

neutralize some of the acid.

stone fortress-like monument to

observers say the rodents have been

excavation site during the opening of
Newsweek

After about an hour the area was

at about 11:00 Wednesday night,

turn she left the room and contacted

former F.B.I. director J. Edgar

Feb. 25. It has not been determined

Safety/Security. The exhibitionist

scurrying about the place—especially

pronounced safe. The firemen left

Hoover was dedicated only last week,

who phoned in the alarm.

left the area prior to their arrival.

the staircases—ever since.

and normal activities resumed.
Six oil paintings were stolen out

Visit Europe in 1976

of the Admissions office and the
Financial Vice President's office,
both in Jones Hall, either Sunday

era

night or early Monday morning. The
combined value of the paintings is
$1,200.
The break-in was discovered by
the Admissions office secretary at

TOUR 1:

Laundv

about 7:45 am. The last time the

Russia—Eastern Europe .—France—England
Greece—Austria—Germany—Switzerland
99 days $2,979 (June I- Sept. 7)

TOUR 2:

Switzerland—Italy—Sicily

TOUR 3:

Denmark—Norway—Sweden—Finland Leningrad

45 days $2,070 (June 23-Aug. 7)

building had been checked was 7 pm

GARMENT REPAIRING-ZIPPERS

Sunday evening.
A Safety/Security spokesman

SANITONE DRYCLEANING

theorized that the thief had gotten in
Jones Hall by climbing up the wall
into a second floor restroom window,

FAST LAUNDRY SERVICE

which was found ajar. He had gotten

45 days $2,005 (June 23-Aug. 7)
Small VW Bus camping tours led by individuals
knowledgeable in the areas and langtiages.

into the offices by breaking out the

COIN-OPERATED LAUNDRY

windows on the hallway doors.
A Tacoma Police Department

For further information contact:

investigator surveyed the scene and

SLEEPING BAGS

filed a report on it that morning.

Philip Klindt

4216 N. 28th, Tacoma 98407
tel. 759-2494

Mike Curley

1523 N. Oakes, Tacoma 98406
tel. 759-6458

ECONOMICAL BULK DRY CLEANING

Sunday evening Safety/Security
personnel observed three males
throwing a lighted 'Molotov Cocktail'
(a bottle containing white . gas with a
-'nth fuse) from a vehicle, e-xploding

Prices include air and all expenses (subject to dollar fluctuation)

2621 No. Proctor & 3624 6th Ave.
'
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a penny saved
is a penny earned
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fees initiative important
To all UPS students,
One of the most important issues in the
upcoming elections is the student fees initiative.
This initiative is important because it will set a
precedent for all future fee increases. This initiative
would require all future fee increases to be
submitted to the entire student body for a vote.
This would thus be a check on student government
spending. Students would then be able to decide
for themselves whether or not they wanted more
services for more money. The initiative as it reads
on the ballot is:
"Should all increases in student fees be
submitted to the entire student body for a vote at
the next regular election, or at a special election
called by the student Senate?" A YES vote would
require student input in fee increases.
I would like to thank all those who helped me
in getting enough signatures to have this initiative

placed on the ballot. Since we had little more than
a week to get these signatures, I feel that without
the extraordinary effort put forth by these
students, the initiative would never have gotten
enough signatures. I would also like to thank all
those people who signed the initiative. Those
students I talked to were very perceptive and
excited about this initiative. Regardless of what
some people feel, I think that the average UPS
student does care about more than just booze.
In essence, the decision now rests with you the
student. If you agree with this initiative, you must
get out to the polls and vote. No one is going to
come up to you and ask this, We've done all
that we can do for this issue. The rest is up fo you.
I hope that you will take the time out of your
schedule to show that you do care about student
government. Thank you.
jeff jahns

I ...the shoe that fits?
SUB food may not even be worth throwing any more.
A $25 fine, suspension from school, or the complete cleaning of
the SUB along with a 7 day denial of eating priviledges awaits Great
Hall food fighters. Student Court adopted the 3-option policy at
their February 25 meeting. The court will try accused offenders and
sentence the convicted accordingly.

c

With tuition rising $285 and room n and board soaring $200 next
fall, many UPS students face the perplexing dilemma of how to
squeeze about 48,500 extra pennies from an empty piggy bank.
There are of course several options to resolve the problem;
1)transfer to a cheaper school
2/quit school and find a job
3)rob a neighbors piggy bank
4)find the pot of pennies at the end of the rainbow
5)apply for financial aid
Alternatives 1 through 4 seem rather drastic, but perhaps there is
some hope in option 5.
With a 10% increase in federal funds and $146,000 additional
university monies, Lou Dibble, director of Financial Aid at UPS
believes this may be the solution for many at the university.
"It's all figured out by a need analysis formula," stated Dibble.
"And, many students," he added, "hurt themselves by trying to
outguess that formula."
He said sadly that many students that are eligible for aid don't
apply. Next year, due to our new funds and the increased costs of
attending UPS, explained the director, more students will qualify,
even those that have been turned down in the past.
The amount of need is determined by the difference between the
cost of an education and the resources a student has to satisfy those
costs.
First, a report of the student's financial status is prepared
according to information prepared according to information on the
student's, Parents' Confidential statement (PCS) or Student
Financial Statement (SFS) for those financially independent. The
confidential report, which by law must be submitted annually,
considers total income assets, taxes and expenses, and determines
how much the student can contribute toward UPS costs.
The amount of 'student need is then determined, explained
Director Dibble, by subtracting this figure from university expenses
which includes tuition, room & board, books, fees, travel and
minimal personal expenses.
Then, if the student qualifies for aid, a need package will be put
together by our office, he said, by compiling loans, grants,
scholarships, work study and part time employment.
Major programs for aid to UPS students include: university loans,
grants and scholarships, National Direct Student Loans (NDSL),
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), College
Work Study (CWS), Washington State Need Grant (WSNG), Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG), and Federally Insured
Studeot Loans.
Usually packages follow 5 guidelines said the financial aid
Director:
1)the higher the student GPA, the higher the percentage of grant
and scholarship
21there is almost always a $600 allotment for work study
employment
3)high need cases will usually contain a $1,000 loan
4)a SEOG, BEOG or State Need Grant will probably be included
in high need situations
51loans will undoubtedly cover the remaining monies.
Perhaps the pinch on money now being felt by UPS students and
their parents will not resolve in hopeless dispair.
Rather than smashing piggy banks or resorting to options 1
through 4 outlined earlier in this article, penniless or
soon-to-be-penniless should apply for financial aid.
Lou Dibble urges all UPS students to fill out applications and
turn them in by April 15. He also reminds those currently receiving
aid to reapply for next year by this same date.
anna hibbard
editor
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she wept in the rampant ashes of fate,
her scars grasped together forming
ugly indifference--a vengeful defense.

she stifles the swelling upgrowths

nurtured understanding
thrive instead.
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mcdonough story told
a

t—T
- ts I entertainment

The long-awaited paperback "The Sun Is Always Shining" (The Story of
Tim McDonough) is scheduled for release April 1, 1976.
Michael Jordan has written this extraordinary account of the life and death
of one of the most outstanding athletes ever to play in Western Washington.
There are 12 moving chapters in this 95-page book about Tim
McDonough's fight against cancer and his search for happiness in life.
Tim's fight for life became publicized after a newspaper article by Jordan,
a Tacoma News Tribune sports writer, last January.
The Associated Press wire service ran the article across its national sports
wire.
Thousands of Christiansthroughoutthe state and even the nation began
praying for Tim. On February 9 he received Jesus Christ into his heart,

iviL

Tim spent most of the last months of his life sharing his new life in Christ,
The Tim McDonough Fund, set up by community leaders to help pay for
Tim's huge medical bills, grew to more than $11,000 in one month, mostly
from individual contributors. Tim's school, the University of Puget Sound, and
Pacific Lutheran University played a much publicized benefit game for Tim, at
which he said a tear-filled "thank you."
The beginning three paragraphs of "The Sun Is Always Shining" set the
stage:
Nobody heard Tim McDonough's question except Tim McDonough. He
was alone in a corner. It was during a beer party in his house. He whispered
photo by ted parker

Cheri Cozort takes the cast through the steps.

the words:
"What am I searching for in life?"

final cast forucelebration''set by director
Coming to the Inside Theatre in April will be
"Celebration," a musical ritual by Tom Jones and Harvey
Schmidt. Director Ric Tutor has announced the final cast
Potempkin

Gil Whiteside

Orphan

Jerry Hooker

Angel
Edgar Allen Rich
Revelleer

Chorus: Bill Bingham, Jon Brevik, Charmee Cowan,
Cheri Cozort, Ann Hunt, Tracy Hurst, Bill lha, Kris
Karlstrom, Doug Newell, Eric Pinder, Charles W.
Richardson, Mary Ann Voelker.

Costumes and sets will be designed by Jerry Allen,
Marie Campanoli choreography arranged by Cheri Cozort, and musical
Lawrence Ebert director is Janice Ball .
Ingrid Anderson

He knew it wasn't freedom or fun. Not family, education, a car, a
girlfriend, athletic glory, money. He had those things—or at least enough of
each to keep him happy. But there was something else the 19-year-old college
freshman was seeking. He didn't know what it was. He just knew there was
more to life. And on a cold and rainy November night, he admitted it to
himself.
Tim found the answer to his question, and with

cello students talented
The Cello Concert held February

rotc seniors affected by cutbacks
by lynne brown

development.

A Congressional edict directed at all military services

Kautz said he had no indication what the choices of

has been the cause of Air Force cutbacks which effect

affected seniors would be, since they have until April to

students in the Reserve Officers Training Corps Program

decide. An ROTC senior said he felt he would probably

(ROTC) at UPS and across the United States.
Because applicants presently outnumber vacancies in

terminate rather than accept one of the other two
options.

training schools approximately 1,100 men, 1975

He also felt that almost the entire senior class would

graduates and 1976 seniors hoping to become pilots and

be affected because students working for non-rated

navigators, must give up their desired occupations. The

positions were also given the option to terminate.

acceptance rate for pilot training has dropped from 4,000
in 1972 to 1,225 this year.
The Air Force has decided to fill the few positions

Kautz realizes the change is disappionting to some but
necessary in view of fiscalproblems and fuel restraints. He
also sees the change as temporary and an attempt to

with distinguished ROTC graduates, Air Force Academy

eliminate having graduates wait up to 24 months for

graduates and two-thirds of last year's graduates still

commission into pilot school. Men would be placed on

waiting for commissions.

active duty right away if they took a non-rated position

One ROTC senior said he feels that affected seniors
who were depending on and had worked hard for these

training at a later date.
Some ROTC students feel, however, that Congress'

Lt. Col. James Kautz, UPS professor of aerospace

attitude toward military cutbacks will continue as long as

studies, estimated half of the 25 ROTC seniors at UPS

the United States' foreign relations status is stable. A call

would be affected out of the university's total ROTC
enrollment of 122.

everyone hoping to become pilots and navigators could do

to active duty in case of war would then be the only way
so.

positions • in the flying program. They are: (1) go on

Regardless of their decision, the government will still

reserve status for three months (2) voluntarily terminate

pay for the rest of the school year for ROTC seniors on

their service committment without penalty or (3) accept a

scholarships. For seniors with four year scholarships this

non-rated Position. A non-rated position is in the

option provides them with their college education

necessary support fields that offer opportunities in areas

without any military service requirement.

like management, transportation, and research and

an "Elegy for Four Celli" by

25 in memory of Pablo Casals

DeSwert. Following this dynamic

displayed a great deal of talent by

piece, the four cellists accompanied

the students of Professor Daniel
Lynch.

Dr. Lynch on cello and Carol

The first performance was by

"Meditation from Thais" by

Debra Henke in the "Suite in G

Mukhalian on the harp, presented
Massenet.

Major" by Bach. Her precise

Following intermission, the

technique accented the refinement in

audience was entertained by Dr.

her presentation. John Tangborn

Lynch and a fourteen-piece cello

performed the second piece

orchestra. The precision of the group

beautifully. The zest of "Concerto in

throughout the four pieces was

G Minor, op. 49", first movement, by

remarkable since they performed

Ka balevsky was intensified by

without a conductor. Two of the

Michael Lobberegt's piano

numbers were arranged for a cello

accompaniment.

orchestra by Professor Daniel Lynch.

The program continued with

Throughout the performance, the

Merle Harris, John Tangborn, Tina

warmth and admiration of Lynch's

McClellan, and Debra Henke playing

students was evident.

and, according to Kautz, be able to apply for pilot

positions are now "left out in the cold."

Three options are open to the men not receiving

it he discovered the

fullness of life in Jesus Christ.

CAMPUS SHOWCASE PRESENTS

AIRBRUSH
ajazz trio
They return to the Sub Lounge
on March 9 at 8:00pm.
Don't miss it. It's free.

Magoo's Annex Tavern
This Coupon
Good for 25 cents Off
On Any Imported Beer
2710 North 21st
759-6300
One Coupon P --y Customer
EXPIRES MARCH 31 , 1976
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$375,000 in prizes is an attraction to local pro

foosball hits the big time
by karl ohls

Call them football hustlers.
Picture a smoke filled bar. Off to the side, a crowd
clusters around a football table where two guys have
taken on all challengers for the last hour or so. A steady
stream of hopefuls have been leaving quarters on the table
corner to reserve the next game.
This one has been tough, though. The score is close.
Some large bills are riding on the outcome.
CRACK - the reassuring sound of a football
disappearing down the goal. Score's tied. The last ball is
dropped through the slot.
CRACK. Game's over. The challengers have lost. The
money changes hands.
The two guys decide to leave for another bar. It's early
and it.looks like a profitable night.
Professional foosball player and small businessman
Dave Cardwell remembers the nights when he used to go
around with a buddy to all the bars, playing the football
tables. He said that after a successful night he'd come
home with $100 to $150 in his pocket.
Since then, Cardwell's gotten out of the hustling side
of foosball, or table soccer, and into the business end of
the game. He owns American Coin Co., a local firm which
places, sells, installs and services football tables. He runs a

A group of UPS students play an impromptu game of foosball in the SUB game room. Maybe with a little practice and luck,
one of the participants might go on to compete in the national tournament circut, perhaps winning more than $20,000 a year.

football-oriented arcade at N 26th St. and Proctor. He's
also a board member of the Washington Foosball Players

capital of foosball. Then the enthusiasm died for awhile.

Association. He lives a life of foosball.

The people that were making money from the game

Cardwell is officially listed as a professional because he
won over

$200

weren't doing anything to promote it, he said. But three

on the tournament circut last year.

or four years ago it came back.

Foosball, is seems, is moving from the smokey

"There's a cult growing up around football," says

confines of taverns to hotel ballrooms. It's changing from

Cardwell. One attraction is that "the money in it has

a cheap form of arcade recreation into a professional

progressed faster than anything else."

sport. It might soom be featured regularly on the ABC

Cardwell started playing five years ago. "I just saw a

Wide World of Sports.

table at a tavern. It was just a bang ball thing at first, then

Foosball has taken off in the last couple of years

I really got involved in it."

because it has been "commercialized so much," said

He borrowed money to buy his first lour tables. His

Cardwell. Mountain West Recreational Supplies Inc. does

wife didn't like the game at first, he said, but now she

most of the promotion. It backs the tournaments.

goes to tournaments with him and plays all the time on

The company imports Tournament Soccer Tables,

the tables he has set up at home.

made in Taiwan. Cardwell sells them and ways they're the

Cardwell said he practices eight hours a day, seven

best ones around. He refuses to play on anything else. He

days a week. But before a tournament he stops for a

says it takes a good player "two or three days to get his

couple of days, to get himself in the right mood. Then,

game back after using a bad table," because his timing and

two days before an event, he hits it hard, getting his shots

reflexes get thrown off.

ready.

Three years ago, Cardwell went to the national

"One way the game has changed is that the fastest

championships in Missoula, Mont. He thought the amount
Local businessman and toosball pro Dave

of money for prizes, $5,000, was incredible.

Cardwell.

player used to be the winner.

Not

it's ball control and

accuracy."

This year's nationals will be in Las Vegas, Nev., over

Francisco Open. March 12-14 sees the $10,000

the Labor Day weekend. Prize money totals $125,000.

At a tournament, Cardwell closely watches the other

Reno-Tahoe Open.

games to check out his opponents' playing style. Up until

Las Vegas is the top event in a 17-city tournament

On March 26-28 the eastern tournament series begins

soccer tour. Cash prizes for the other 16 events total

in Columbus, Ohio, followed by events in Pennsylvania,

$250,000.

Albany, Buffalo, Detroit, St. Louis, and continuing on

Cardwell says he knows guys who either work

the Seattle tournament, he says, he placed in the top ten
in every event he played in.
In Seattle a new modification was added to the official

through the summer.

tables, the rods were lengthened a few inches. Cardwell

part-time or collect unemployment, and spend most of

thinks this threw off his game. The overall winners were a

Football appears simple enough. You have a walled

the day—seven to eight hours—playing foosball. Then they

professional team from Minnesota.

table with eight rods running across it, four handles on

follow the tournaments. He remembers one kid who
picked up $20,000 doing that.
The kick-off tournament was held January 23-25 at

each side. On each rod are small figures. The object is to

About 70 per cent of the participants at a tournament

hit a small, hard ball into the opponent's goal at one end

are from the local area. The rest are travelling

the Seattle Tacoma Airport Hilton Inn. Denver, Colo.

of the table.

professional players, he explains. He estimates there are

tournament in the series was the

$5,000

Phoenix Open on

February 20-22. Last weekend it was the $5,000 Los
Angeles Open and this weekend it's the

$5,000

about

Foosball was invented in Europe over 150 years ago. It

hosted a $10,000 event February 13-15. The third

San

200

professional players.

slowly made an appearance in the United States. About

Tournaments are under the auspices of the World

six to eight years ago, it really started catching on,

Table Soccer Association, an organization for getting

according to Cardwell. Portland became the northwest's

players together.

PETE'S BIG 6 FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
WHY GO TO A DEALER AND
ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP
GET RIPPED OFF WHEN
SPECIAL FOR YOUR
YOU GET EQUAL SERVICE
MAKE OF FOREIGN CAR

AT A FAIR PRICE HERE?

0
a

FREE RIDE

752-3768

BACK TO CAMPUS
Z MERCEDES COLT JAGUAR

LU

a.

6TH & PROCTOR

TRIUMPH

FIAT TOYOTA MG

0
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sports
loggers face real "action"
by matt mccully
The University of Puget Sound cage squad will host
Athletes In Action, probably the Loggers top opponent of
the year, this Sunday night at 8pm in the Fieldhouse.

in the Fieldhouse in quite some time, but it promises to

be a very rewarding spiritual experience, also.
AIA coach Bill Oates says he took the job for "The

A.I.A. is an amateur team, comprised of former

opportunity to compete against some of the top teams in

college standouts and ex-pro players. They have compiled

America and to coach athletes who are spiritually sound."

an overall record of 29-8 this year, all road games, against

AIA was formed in 1966 under the direction of David

some of the top major college teams in the nation. They

R. Hannah with it's purpose "to present the message of

defeated nationally ranked Cinncinnatti University 86-81,

Jesus Christ to the sports world and to contribute to the

and only lost to national power North Carolina State

further excellence of athletic competition."

University by one point in overtime. They have also

The players on the Athletes In Action team, as well as

beaten teams such as Long Beach State, Houston, and

coach Oates, have committed themselves to this purpose.

Oklahoma, while staying close with Louisville and
Nevada-Las Vegas.

"Certainly our purpose in A.I.A. is to win," said coach
Oates. "But we also have another goal that is equally

This will be the last game of the season for AIA, and
the last chance to see a Logger game for free this year.
This is the Loggers last contest before the West Coast
Regionals which begin on Wednesday.

important, to let people know about our faith in Christ
through the means of athletics.
-

Most people understand that ministering is just

standing around preaching," Oates emphasized. "That is

AIA are led in scoring by 6-11 center Dan Knight and

not the case with ALA.. The men on our team take an

6-8 forward Tim Hall, each averaging over 15 points a

active part in meeting physical needs of people, being

game. Irvin Kiff in is the squad's leading rebounder, while

involved with youth, and presenting their faith in such a

playmaking guard Brad Hoffman leads the team in assists.

way that it communicates."

AIA are coached by Bill Oates, one of the country's

The fans will have a chance to meet several of the

most successful junior College coaches. Oates compiled a

A.I.A. players at halftime, as they will spend some time

Bill Oates, head coach and general manager

106-47 mark at Santa Ana J.C. in five years, including an

sharing some thoughts with the crowd. An A.I.A.

Athletes in Action West Basketball.

80% winning percentage in the last three years. Oates just

brochure will also be distributed, containing some of the

joined the AIA program this year. Not only will the night

testimonies of the A.I.A. players, as well as those of some

provide some of the most outstanding basketball played

of the UPS Christian athletes.

men's bawling to start
Men's intramural bowling begins

women swimmers finish season
by matt mccully
The University of Puget Sound

won the meet easily with a total of

same events. Jill - McLean took 12th

women's swim team wrapped up

811 team points. UPS finished with

in the three-meter diving event, and

their first season ever, finishing tenth

139 points, edging out the University

Ann Tuttle placed 13th in the 500

out of 18 schools at the Northwest

of Idaho for tenth place. Other

freestyle.

VVomens' Swim Championships last

schools UPS defeated at the meet

Sixteen places were awarded in

week.

included Oregon College of

each individual event, and up to 50

The University of Washington

Education, Eastern Washington,

vollyball league
begins for women

Seattle University, Whitman,

contestants were entered in the
events.

Whitworth, College of Great Falls,

Four Logger relays also placed in

and Lewis & Clark College.
The Logger women broke 13

schools were entered in the team

school records in the Washington

events. The 400 inedley relay

the semester with volleyball

State pool, enroute to the tenth

finished the highest of the Logger

competition. Eight teams have been

place finish.

quartets, taking seventh place.

Women's intramurals have begun

divided into two leagues with games

fifth in the 50 yard butterfly and

Volleyball teams include Hawaii

eighth in the 100 yard fly. She also

One, Hawaii Two, Hawaii Three,
Theta One, Theta Two, Fourth Floor

anchored the 200 yard freestyle relay
for the Loggers, which finished ninth,

Seward and Regester, Kappa Kappa

breaking a school record. Chris's 25.7

Gamma and Alpha Phi.

relay split, was over a second faster

several forfeits although some games
have actually been played.
Wins by forfeit went to Hawaii

a run for their money from perennial

team and players to the assistant

the top three the last four years.

power Theta Chi, who have been in

dean's office, SUB 208, no later than
For further information contact

Monday, March 8.
popular and well organized intramural

Todd Fleming, 752-4563, or John
Inkeep, 756-4261.

sportsworIcl features reeves
Ron Reeves will be the guest on KUPS'S SPORTSWORLD Sunday at 6pm.
Reeves has been a stand out UPS linebacker for three years and football
captain. He is also a star slugger and back catcher for the Logger baseball team.
Ron will discuss his football career, baseball, leadership, and athletic
mental discipline.

Chris Bond led UPS, finishing

running on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Scheduling difficulties have led to

intramural champions, but should get

interested in forming a four , man
team must turn in the name of the

Bowling has always been a highly

the top 10, although not as many

sport. The Betas are the defending

March 10 at Chalet Bowl. All

than any UPS split this year.
Other Logger placers were Darcy
Ostien, Marla Seese, Ann Tuttle, and
Jill McLean. JoAnn Williams suffered

One, Hawaii Two and Hawaii Three.

from illness during the

Other results show Hawaii Three

meet. Ostien captured an 11th and

beating Gamma Phi, Hawaii Two

two 12th places in the breaststroke

beating Kappas, and Fourth Floor

events, while Marla Seese picked up

beating Theta Two.

two 13th places and one 16th in the

Lunch , Dinner and Cocktails
Entertainment Featuring

LOUIE AND THE ROCKETS
50' - & 60's Rock 'n Roll - March 9 - 13
COMING MARCH 19th & 20th - THE GREAT PRETENDERS

In Old City Hall

7th & Pacific

You Must Be 21 To Celebrate After 8 P.M.
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mens intramural basketball

basketball season ends easy
The University of Puget Sound Logger basketball team
wrapped up their 1975-76 regular season with a

the fifth UPS starter, both playing very effectively against
the Falcons.
But the big story of the nght was center Curt Peterson,

surprisingly easy 62-44 triumph over northwest basketball

who led all scorers with 19 points.

rival Seattle Pacific College.
The win, UPS' eighth in a row and 11th of their last

The 7-0 senior broke Charles Lowery's all time UPS

12, gave them a final regular season record of 22 wins and

career scoring record early in the second half with his

7 losses. Games remaining are a non-counting affair with

12th point of the evening. Peterson now has 1531 points

Athletes In Action this Sunday and the NCAA West Coast

in the Logger threads over four years. He also has the UPS

regionals on Wednesday and Thursday of next week.

career rebounding record as well as the single-season

RESULTS (Round 2)
DIVISION A
Blue Duck 77 Union Pacific 50

WG 5 pm Ward Smith-Gooner
WG 6 pm Mad Dogs-Trail Blazers

Faulkers 70 Sigma Nu A 42

WG 7 pm Soo-Sigma Nu C

Black Hawks 55 Posse 45

WG 8 pm BFD-Todd's

Tor,. Feasor 59 Edinborough United 20 WG 9 pm Phi Delt B-K Sig 8
Phi Delt A 76 Subchapter 34
WG 10 pm Odds 'N Ends-Choir Boys
AWT 89 Law School B 53
Beta A 51 Muff Divers 40

MONDAY MARCH 22

Arm & Hammer 48 Law School C 43

WG 7 pm Union P-Edinborough
WG 8 pm Blue Duck-Theta Chi
WG 10 pm Faulkers-Phi Delt A

It was the Loggers' second win of the season over the

scoring mark. Meanwhile, he is on the pace to break the

outmanned Falcons who had their Homecoming affair

all time UPS marks for career and single season field goal

High Scorers:
Steve Levenseller, Faulkers,. 23 pts.

ruined by the night's encounter. And to add insult to

percentages.

Mike JoHansson, AWT, 22 pts.

WG 9 pm Posse-K Sig A

DIVISION B

injury, the Loggers were playing without starting forwards

The 22-7 mark, including an 18-1 record against other

Rick Walker and Brant Gibler, who were sick with the flu.

small colleges is the best Logger record since 1971, when

Heltsley 50—Odds n End 31

Tim Evans made the switch from guard to forward,

UPS finished 24-5. UPS finishes the season rated number

Ward Smith 65—Sigma Nu C 37

WG 7 pm Beta C-Heltsley

and rammed home 17 points for the winners. A.T. Brown

one in the northwest and 13th in the nation for small

Sigma Zoo 39—Trail Blazers 36

WG 8 pm Theta Chi B-Beta B

filled the other forward slot, and Jimmy Stewart became

colleges.

junior varsity performed well

WEDNESDAY MARCH 24

Phi Delt B 66—Todd 59

WG 9 pm ROTC-Phi Delt C

BFD 35—Killers 24

WG 10 pm Tina's-SAE 8

Tina's 52—Phi Delt C 22
Sigma Chi B 38—Choir Boys 22

SUNDAY MARCH 14

SAE C 55—Kappa Sig B 23

FH 3 pm Sigma Nu C-Trail Blazers

The Universit y of Puget Sound junior varsity

game. Other top scorers included sophomore Mike Kuntz

Regester 86—SAE B 24

FH 4pm Killers-K Sig B

basketball team has wound up their 1975-76 hoop

and freshman Phil Hiam. Hiam and sophomore Mike

ROTC 80—Dolomite 21

FH 5pm Tina's-Regester

campaign with an impressive 13-3 season record.

Hanson led UPS in rebounding.

Highlights of the season include two wins over one of

Other members of the junior varsity team who

Gooners 36—Mad Dogs 26

FH 6 pm SAE B-ROTC

Beta B 45—Beta C 18

FH 7 pm Phi Delt C-Theta Chi B

the state's top community college teams, Grays Harbor, a

finished the season are Billy Greenheck, Matt McCully,

High Scorers

FH 8 pm Beta C-Theta Chi B

win over the University of Washington JV's, and a

Tom Metzdorf, and Mike Strand. Steve Freimuth, last

Randall Smith, ROTC, 43 pts.

FH 9 pm Beta B-Odds 'N Ends

two-of-three game series victory over cross-town rival

year's leading JV scorer and rebounder, was lost early in

Pacific Lutheran University JV's. The only season defeats

the season with a knee injury.

FH 10 pm Ward Smith-Mad Do g s

SCHEDULE
(cont)

WG 5 pm AWT-Beta

were two at the hands of top area AAU team, Plywood

WG 6 pm McSorley's AC-Black H
SUNDAY MARCH 21

1NG 7 pm LSC-Faulkners

season long, and several of the squad suited up for the

FH 3 pm Regester-Dolomite

WG 8 pm Subchapter's-Sigma Nu A

varsity encounters.

F H 4 pm SAE C-Killers

WG 9 pm LSB-Phi Delt A

FH 5 pm

WG 10 pm Blue Duck-Tort Feasors

Tacoma, and the one loss to PLU.

The diminuitive squad turned out with the varsity all

The Loggers were led in scoring by freshman
guard-forward Chris Coley, who averaged over 15 points a

ups yachters head board
Randy Nulle and Janet Baxter

which are also used for pleasure

were elected 1976 president and

sailin g and racing. The club is also

secretary/treasurer, respectively of

considering the purchase of a new

the undergraduate board of the

boat.

Northwest Intercollegiate Yacht

Last November the sailing team

Racing Association (NWICYRAI this

finished first in seven of nine races to

winterim. Nulle and Baxter are

win the Skagit Valley Invitational.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

FH 5 prn AWT-Muff Divers
FH 6 pm Tort Feasors-Black Hawks

MONDAY MARCH 15

FH 7 pm McSorley's AC-SAE A

WG 7 pm Edinborough-Posse

team is competing this weekend

FH 8 pm LSC-Beta A

WG 8 pm Theta Chi-Union Pacific

in the Northwest Collegiate

FH 9 pm Subchapter's-LSB

WG 9 pm SAE A-K Sigs

Women's Sports Association

FH 10 pm Arm & Hammer

VVG 10 pm Muff Divers-Arm & Ham

The UPS women's basketball

'B' tournament at PLU.

That regatta was dominated by heavy

members of the UPS Sailing Club.
Nulle also finished third in the

winds, unlike the re g atta that the

first eliminations for the National

team attended at the University of

Single-Handed Championships held

British Columbia during VVinterim.

February 15 and 16 at the University

The two day regatta raced on English

of Washington. The top four attend

Bay in Vancouver was limited to four

the NWICYRA finals on May 8 and

races as light wind and fog prohibited

9. The winner of that series will

good, competitive sailing.

attend nationals in New York in late
May.

February 28 and 29 the sailing
team travelled to Eugene. Oregon for

The UPS Sailing Club expanded

the University of Oregon Invitational

their program this semester with 15

Regatta. Racing on Dexter Reservoir,

new members joining since January.

Rand y Nulle and Ted Wilson finished

Beginner members take sailing lessons

second in the A division with three

in the club's two C-Lark dinghys

firsts in the six race series.

BUYING SUPPLIES
.,Familiar or New,lt Helps to Have `:
A Reliable Source

WC

colleen' the shots
The Loggers are hosting regionals. Yay!

Servin g the Communit y From
tI11111111.11

WIS

,

)

Downtown Tacoma Since 1899
Open 9:30 .5:30 Mon — Fri

Tickets cost $2.50. Boo!
Hosting NCAA Division 2 West Coast Regionals has far
more significance than ticket prices for the Universit y of
Puget Sound. (Incidently, the NCAA sets those

Sat 9:30 - 5:00

CHRISTENSEN
1124 Broadway Plaza

272-4629

prices.) Many will benefit from the event.
The visiting teams benefit from the experience of

JOHN HATCHER

Regionals will publicize UPS and the more students
who hear or read about this university, especially through
athletics, the more will be inclined to apply to UPS.
UPS and its athletic department should gain from the
additional prestige and notoriety. Other sports programs
such as football or track will hardly suffer. UCLA is
famous in basketball but that surely does not hurt their

and also get money to take care of travel expenses.

football program.

The Loggers will have a home court advantage. They

Athletic programs at a school help each other. An

will not need to adapt to a new environment such as

excellent basketball team could give another sport a goal

sunny California weather as opposed to rainy Tacoma

to strive for. It could also pressure another to do better.
For the students, benefits are indirect yet substantial.

The Lo ggers will be in familiar surroundin gs with their

UPS students will have a chance to see the Loggers in

own beds, usual food and routine schedules. There will be

action against top ranked competition. This will also be

no weary travellin g for them.

another chance to see the Loggets on their home court

UPS team members have the advantage of playin g for

since there have been so few home games this semester.

someone. As one Lo gger puts it, "My folks will be

Any money the university receives could be used for

watching. My friends will be in the stands. I won't be

students in the way of new equipment, better facilities,

playing for just the pride and the team and the coaches

better programs, intramural activities, etc.

but also for our home crowd."
Regionals will g ive basketball team members notoriety
in the area and maybe make finding a job just a little bit

Business Vice President

perpetual loser.

visitin g Tacoma. They will receive a share of the profits

weather.

• . to do the job!

by colleen mc kay

easier.
And, the Loggers can have pride in themselves as a
winning team.
A benefit to the university may come in the area of
recruitment. A winnin g program will attract student
athletes who want to go to a it:innin g school rather than .a)

And, athletic excellence should give students a reason
for a sense of pride in their school and the Loggers.
There are only ei g ht regionals in the nation. One is at
UPS. This could focus national attention on our school. If
we win in regionals, UPS goes to quarterfinals.
There are only four q uarterfinals in the nation. One
could be at UPS.
Maybe someday nationals will be at the University of
Puget Soitrid instead of Evansville, Indiana.
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blue ribbon for debaters
UPS students Bruce Schroeder and Bill Berman were
undefeated in the Puget Sound Forensics Conference at

a weekly publication of the
associated students of the university
of puget sound. opinions expressed
in the trail are not necessarily those
of the university, its administration
faculty, the associated student body
or the puget sound trail staff.

Seattle Pacific on Tuesday. Coupled with a first place in
Expository Speaking awarded to Clay Jackson, the UPS
Debate Team took first place in the tournament.

dance performance planned
A Bicentennial Dance Concert will be held Wednesday.
March 10 at the Temple Theatre. Participating dance
companies are Ballet Tacoma, Tacoma Performing Dance
Co., Bellevue Civic Ballet, Cornish Ballet, Seahurst Ballet,
and the Dorothy Fisher Concert Dancers. It is sponsoren

room 214
student union building

by The Tacoma-Pierce County Civic Arts Commission.
Tickets are available at the Carriage House, Glass Rooster,

1500 n. warner
tacoma, we 98416

the Arts Commission-Am. 1134 County-City Bldg, and
participating dance studios.
Friday 5 March
Campus Flick The Three Musketeers, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB
Christian Fellowship

socialist candidate on campus
Willie Mae Reid, the Socialist Workers Party candidate

Gary Burdin Quintet, Paramount in Seattle

for the vice-presidency will be on campus next Thursday.
Reid helped organize the Illinois Women's Abortion

Saturday 6 March

Coalition and is campaigning across the country in

Campus Flick The Three Musketeers, 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB
Michelangelo's Birthday

support of the Equal Rights Amendment. She will be
speaking Thursday the 11th at 7:30 pm in McIntyre 006.

Jerry Garcia, Moore Theater in Seattle

dean of law school to speak

amday 7 March
Honors Colloquium: Randy Bogrand "Epistemology of Kant and Hegel"
7pm McCormick room, Library

The UPS Alumni Association invites you to hear
Joseph Sinclitico, Dean of UPS Law School, discuss

Modern Meditation, 10am, Kilworth

4•1-

IC

"Arbitration as a Means of Settling Disputes" Tuesday,

Anthony Awards Student Show Opening, 2 - 4 pm, Kittredge

March 9 at 8 pm, room 106 McIntyre Hall. This program
is complimentary.

Monday 8 March
Anthony Awards Student Show, 9am - 4pm, Kittredge

Q

space cadeting with afrotc

K UPS Album Feature "Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano", lOpm

Everyone on campus is invited to the new "Realms of
Tuesday 9 March
.

Flight" theater sponsored by the Dept. of Aerospace

Intersection, Gurupreet Singh "Kundalini Yoga", 7pm Kilvvorth

Studies and the AF ROTC Cadet Corps. Each Wednesday

Campus Showcase "Airbrush", 8pm, SUB Lounge

at 6 p.m. various films dealing with the early growth and

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9am - 4pm, Kittredge

development of air power; past, present, and future will
be shown. The next showing will be Wednesday 3 March

Wednesday 10 March

1976 in Fieldhouse classroom number 2. Admission is

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9am - 4pm, Kittredge

free. Come and enjoy the films.

Thursday 11 March

babysitters wanted

Socialist Workers Party: Willie Mae Reid, 7:30pm, Mc006
Christian Science Org., 6pm, Kilworth

Resident Assistants are being sought for the 1976-77

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9am - 4pm, Kittredge

academic year.

K UPS special, "One hour w/Gordon Lightfoot," 10pm

An R.A. lives on a floor of each residence hall and
supervises dorm life. Their duties include "transmitting

Friday 12 March

information regarding university programs, services,

UPS Law Women's conference "And Justice For All", all day, Mc006

procedures and policies, actively contributing to the

Usha Mahajani "The Politicization of Women in Southern Asia", 12 - 2pm, J303

welfare of others within the residence hall, initiating

Germaine Greer, 7:30pm at Clover Park High School Gym

and/or assisting students in organizing social and

Campus Flick Young Frankenstein, 6:30 & 9pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB

educational programs, teaching porcedures which account

Drop without record ends

for the security of persons and property, and serving as a

Anthony Awards Student Show, 9am - 4pm, Kittredge

referral agent to other student services."
To qualify one must be enrolled full-time in an
undergraduate degree program and have a g.p.a. of 2.5. As
compensation an R.A. gets a remission of the year's room
and board costs ($1,450). Applications are made available
only to those attending one of the following information

kups holds candidate's debate

sessions held in Rm 9, SUB, on Tuesday March 9, 7pm,
Wednesday March 10, 4pm, and Friday March 12, 1pm.

Next Wednesday night at 9pm K UPS radio will present
another program in its Digest series, this time featuring

Application deadline is March 20.
For more information contact Associate Dean of

the two finalists in the race for the ASUPS presidency.

Students Mary N. Longland, Rm 208, SUB, ext. 3361.

This will be a formal debate with K UPS news directtor Malcolm Turner moderating.

end tuition troubles
The Women's University League is offering the Lucille
Thompson Scholarship, $500 for the 1976-77 academic
year. Eligible are men and women of any major with
verifiable financial need and a minimum GPA of 2.75.
Candidates must be sophomores or juniors spring term
1976 and should have a background of extracurricular
activities. Deadline is March 26.
A Women of Tacoma Kiwanis Scholarship is available,
.noo for 1976-77 academic year, to young women junior's

PerSoNt\k- ADS

who demonstrate scholastic achievement and exhibit
financial need. Deadline is March 18.
The Leif Erickson Memorial Committee Scholarship,

ROOM FOR FEMALE space furnished-Efficiency-type

$250 each to two UPS students for the 1976-77 academic

guest house on Brown's point, complete with all utilities.

year, is open to men and women of Scandinavian descent

$75 per month. Call 927-0241 after 6 pm

who have financial need as well as high scholastic
achievement. Applicants must be able to attend an

GAME HORSE FOR SALE Quarter/Thoroughbred 16

evening Founder's Day banquet held in October. Deadline

hand, mare, blood bay, bold. This mare is willing to

is March 26.
Applications for all these scholaiships are available in

anything she is asked to do. She is fantastic at all games
and is an excellent trail horse. She is 11 years old. Needs
an experienced rider. $600.00 Contact Jill Loveless - ext.
4171 -A frame "B"

-

the Associate Dean of Students Office, Room 208 SUB,
or call 756-3361 for additional information.

UPS
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